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The hidden order behind jerky flow
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Abstract

Jerky flow, or the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect, is investigated at room temperature by applying statistical, multifractal
and dynamical analyses to the unstable plastic flow of polycrystalline Al–Mg alloys with different initial microstructures.
It is shown that a chaotic regime is found at medium strain rates, whereas a self-organized critical dynamics is observed
at high strain rates. The cross-over between these two regimes is signified by a large spread in the multifractal spectrum.
Possible physical mechanisms leading to this wealth of patterning behavior and their dependence on the strain rate and
the initial microstructure are discussed. 2002 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Jerky flow, or the Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC)
effect was discovered as early as the turn of the last
century [1]. Since then, it has continuously drawn
attention due to its intriguing spatio-temporal
dynamics. In this respect, the PLC effect falls into
the class of complex non-linear driven systems
exhibiting intermittent relaxation sequences, of
which there are many examples, including in
materials science [2–4]. In uniaxial loading with a
constant imposed strain rate, the effect manifests
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itself as serrations in the stress vs. time (or strain)
curves, associated with localized bands, static or
propagating, of plastic deformation. The phenom-
enon is observed in many dilute alloys within a
definite range of strain rates and temperatures. It
is generally agreed that its microscopic origin is
the dynamic aging of dislocations by diffusing sol-
ute atoms [5–7]. In phenomenological terms, this
mechanism results in a negative strain rate sensi-
tivity of the flow stress, which destabilizes uniform
plastic flow [8–10].

In single crystals, PLC bands have crystallo-
graphic orientations and, in addition, the serrations
do not exhibit distinctive features. In contrast, there
have been numerous observations showing that
polycrystals display well-defined types of ser-
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rations. The latter are traditionally classified into
types A, B and C, each associated with a character-
istic serration morphology (see Refs. [11–13] for
more details and illustration). With increasing
strain rate or decreasing temperature, one observes
serrations of decreasing amplitude and narrower
PLC bands, with an increasing tendency to band
propagation. Large non-propagating bands of the
type C, which nucleate at random places along the
specimen’s gauge length, are sometimes found at
the smallest strain rates. At intermediate strain
rates, type B bands are formed in succession, each
nearby the previous one, so that plastic defor-
mation propagates along the sample in a hopping
manner. On further increasing the strain rate, band
propagation progressively becomes continuous,
which characterizes the domain of type A bands.
In the last decade, non-local constitutive relations
based on various microstructural or mechanical
mechanisms leading to a spatial coupling have
been employed to tentatively describe these spatio-
temporal patterns (see Refs. [14,15] and refer-
ences therein).

The present work is based on a completely dif-
ferent approach that can be summarized by a sim-
ple question. Considering the often complex and
seemingly disordered stress vs. time data recorded
during jerky flow, is it purely random or does it
contain some hidden type of order, from which
some physical consequences could be drawn? A
preliminary answer to this question was provided
by statistical analyses of the stress drops. The first
detailed study on single crystals appeared only
recently [16]. It showed that the distributions of
stress drops shift from bell-shaped at low strain
rates, suggesting the existence of characteristic
average time and length scales, to asymmetric at
high strain rates. In this last case, power-law distri-
butions are obtained, which implies a lack of
intrinsic length and time scales. A discrete non-
local model based on an analogy with a dry friction
model for the sliding of crustal faults was able to
predict this general trend [16,17].

A more difficult but more revealing way of deal-
ing with the stress vs. time series consists of ana-
lyzing their dynamical behavior, as will be shown
subsequently. Concepts and methods borrowed
from non-linear dynamics can then be used to

probe the serrated records. For instance, an under-
lying order can be due to deterministic chaos,
which originates in the dynamic interaction of a
few (at last three) variables [18], to self-organized
criticality (SOC) which describes avalanche-like
behavior with an infinity of degrees of freedom
[19], or to more complex regimes. Powerful pro-
cessing techniques are available for characterizing
these dynamical regimes.

Quite unexpectedly, two dynamical regimes
were found in the range of existence of the PLC
effect. Following an earlier theoretical prediction
[20], a first preliminary evidence for deterministic
chaos was found in single crystals of copper alloys
[21] and soon after in samples of Al–Mg alloy
[22]. Refined studies confirmed this finding [23–
24]. In addition, chaotic behavior was shown to
correspond to the bell-shaped statistical distri-
butions of stress drops recorded at medium strain
rates [24]. Analyses carried out at high strain rates
clearly revealed a different dynamics. Scaling
relations were found between the power-law
exponents drawn from the statistics of the stress
drop magnitudes and durations [24]. The underly-
ing dynamical regime was identified as SOC
dynamics. In the transition region where the nature
of the dynamics changes, a mixture of features
from either side is expected for the statistical distri-
butions. In parallel, a spatial heterogeneity of the
dynamics is also anticipated. As will be shown
subsequently, such heterogeneous conditions are
best quantified by a multifractal analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to present new
results and a synthesis on the non-linear dynamics
of jerky flow in polycrystals, along the lines of a
short preliminary study [25]. Connections will be
established and discussed between the initial
microstructure of the material, the PLC band types,
the statistics of the magnitudes of the plastic
activity bursts and the newly found types of
dynamical regimes. With this aim, a series of
experiments on polycrystalline Al–Mg samples
with different initial microstructures has been car-
ried out over a wide range of strain rates. The
present paper is organized as follows. Experi-
mental details on materials, testing and data rec-
ording are given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
the relevant types of methodologies and analyses.
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The results are given in Section 4 and the conclud-
ing Section 5 provides a discussion of the basic
instability mechanisms in the light of these results,
emphasizing the fundamental role of dynamical
analyses for the understanding of the spatio-tem-
poral aspects of jerky flow.

2. Experimental

Three sets of samples were prepared from a
polycrystalline cold-rolled sheet of Al–2.5% Mg
alloy. The first set, labeled r, consisted of speci-
mens extracted from the as-received material. The
grain morphology was anisotropic with an aspect
ratio of 5 and an average grain dimension of 30–
40 µm along the rolling direction. A second set, a,
was annealed for 4 h at 593 K and water-quenched,
which lead to a less anisotropic grain structure,
with an aspect ratio of 3 and an average grain size
of about 50 µm in the rolling dimension. The third
group of samples, aa, was subjected to an
additional 3 h annealing at 733 K before quench-
ing. This treatment produced a nearly equiaxed
structure with a large average grain size of about
1 mm. Flat specimens were machined with their
tensile axis parallel to the rolling direction. The
tests were carried out at room temperature and
consequently, there was only one control para-
meter, the applied strain rate ėa. To monitor closely
its influence on the dynamics of jerky flow, eight
values were selected in the range from
5.56 × 10�6s�1 to 1.39 × 10�2s�1 (cf. Table 1).
The PLC effect was observed throughout this
range.

The stress vs. time response was recorded elec-
tronically at periodic time intervals. The selection
of the sampling interval plays a crucial role in sub-
sequent data processing. In order to obtain mean-
ingful results, the recording frequency must be
large enough to sample with at least a few data
points the fastest events, viz. the serrations. On the
other hand, too high sampling frequency would
lead to unnecessarily large data sets. As a result,
a sampling rate of 20 Hz was selected, except at
the highest applied strain rate where a 200 Hz fre-
quency was used. Statistics must be sampled on
data sets that do not show significant drift associa-

ted with microstructural evolution and strain hard-
ening. The experimental stress vs. strain curves
often displayed a transient stage with strong hard-
ening at small strains (e � 5%), followed by a
stage where strain hardening progressively satu-
rates. Therefore, the data sets were recorded at
large enough strains (e�15%) in the quasi satu-
rated regime, over strain intervals of typically 2–
5%. The total number of recorded data points is
typically 10,000 up to 5.56 × 10�3s�1 and 3500–
5000 beyond this value. In addition, a systematic
increase in the average size of the stress drops was
observed with increasing deformation, a rather
common feature of the PLC effect. The average
stress drop size was normalized and leveled off by
using a moving average procedure. The investi-
gations presented below were carried out on the
resulting time series. Three typical corrected
stress–time curves are shown in Fig. 1(a), (c) and
(e) for three different strain rates. Fig. 1(b), (d) and
(f) shows the corresponding distributions of the
amplitudes of the plastic activity bursts, i.e. the
time derivative of the stress (in absolute values).
This quantity better reflects the dynamics of jerky
flow than the stress drop values used in previous
investigations and was found more suitable for per-
forming statistical analyses.

3. Methodology

It is now established that the apparent ran-
domness of a time series could result from a purely
deterministic evolution of a system with a few
degrees of freedom. This is called deterministic
chaos. Then, the hidden order can be recovered by
unfolding the original multidimensional dynamics
from the experimental one-dimensional time series
by reconstructing a phase space of appropriate
dimension. Such a reconstruction is always poss-
ible if the time series is reasonably long and noise
free [26]. Further analysis is then applied to the
characterization of the orbit of the system in its
phase space. The complexity and apparent ran-
domness in the time evolution of the observed vari-
ables stem, in the first place, from its sensitivity to
initial conditions, which leads to a progressive loss
of memory of the initial state. This effect is
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Fig. 1. Left: time series data for the (as-received) r microstructure, with increasing strain rate from top to bottom: ėa �
5.56 × 10�6, ėa � 2.78 × 10�4 and ėa � 5.56 × 10�3s�1 (files r1, r4, r7, respectively). Right: the corresponding absolute values of

the derivative of stress with respect to time.

reflected by the local exponential divergence in
some directions (stretching directions) of neighbor-
ing orbits in the phase space. This divergence is
measured, in each direction and in average over
the whole phase space, by the so-called Lyapunov
exponents. Folding of the orbits in other directions
must also occur since, in our dissipative driven sys-
tem, elementary volumes in the phase space are
contracting. Along one particular direction, which
is tangential to the orbit, there is neither contrac-
tion nor expansion, i.e. the corresponding Lyapu-
nov exponent is zero. As a result of stretching and
folding, the orbit exhibits self-similar properties
and organizes itself into a geometrical object of
fractal dimension Df, called a strange attractor.

The reconstruction of the multidimensional
dynamics starts from the time series {s(k),k �
1,2,…,K}, where k is in units of the sampling time

and K is the number of data points. This scalar set
is unfolded into a d-dimensional space by introduc-
ing the vectors

x
→

k � [s(k),s(k � t),…,s(k � (d�1)t],

k � 1,…,(K�(d�1)t),
(1)

where t is the delay time [27]. The vectors

{x
→

k, k � 1,…,K�(d�1)t} define points on the
orbit followed in the reconstructed phase space.
When applying the reconstruction process to
experimental data, a key issue to be addressed is
what time lag t and dimension d are to be chosen
for a proper description of the dynamics [15]. In
order to characterize the fractal nature of the attrac-
tor one usually employs, instead of the fractal
dimension Df, the correlation dimension n, which
can be conveniently determined from the
Grassberger–Procaccia algorithm [28]. In this
method, the correlation integral C(r) is defined as

the fraction of the pairs of vectors (x
→

i,x
→

j) whose
distance is less than a specified value r. The self-
similar structure of the attractor, when it exists, is
reflected in a scaling relation C(r)�rn in the limit
of small r. As the embedding dimension d is
increased, the slope lnC(r) / lnr tends to a constant
value taken as the correlation dimension. Although
care must be exercised [29], the smallest integer
larger than n � 1 reflects the number of modes
required to describe the dynamics. Finally, the
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spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of the attractor
is computed using an algorithm by Eckman et al.
[30], suitably modified for short time series (see
Ref. [24]). The domain containing the neighbors

of a reference vector x
→

i is taken as a shell, in order
to remove noise-affected close neighbors. The
outer radius of the shell is taken as large as needed
for proper sampling of the statistics. We consider
the dynamics to be deterministic if a fair range of
the shell size es can be found such that stable
values, i.e. constant in that range, emerge for a
positive exponent and a zero exponent [24] (cf.
Fig. 3).

For a chaotic dynamics, the orbit can be
described by a small number of degrees of free-
dom. In the case of the PLC effect, these variables
have been identified as different types of dislo-
cation densities, along with the applied stress [20].
In contrast, for a self-organized critical dynamics
(and also for random systems), the orbit fills up an
infinite dimensional phase space when K tends to
infinity. Similarly, the statistical distribution of
events p(x) (x being typically the magnitude of
plastic activity bursts or their duration) exhibit
power-law behavior, e.g. p(x)�x�a, which implies
lack of intrinsic time and length scales. Indeed, the
functional relation p(kx)�k�ap(x) displays scaling
symmetry, meaning that the distribution is self-
similar in this scaling operation. The term ‘self-
organized’ appearing in SOC refers to the propen-
sity of spatially driven systems (here the tensile
sample) with a built-in threshold for bursts of plas-
tic activity to spontaneously display (deformation)
patterns at all length scales. The reference to ‘criti-
cality’ points at the lack of a characteristic scale
and, therefore, the existence of long-range spatial
correlations, as in the case of systems undergoing
second order phase transitions close to a critical
point [31].

Multifractal analysis can be introduced from the
point of view of chaotic dynamics. Since the
strange attractor is a fractal with fractal dimension
Df � d, it does not fill the d-dimensional recon-
structed phase space. Thus, it is appropriate to con-
sider the number of times, denoted nj, an orbit vis-
its the jth d-dimensional cube of linear dimension
δr. The probability of visiting that cube is

pj(δr) � nj /�N
k � 1nk, where N � N(dr) is the num-

ber of cubes required to cover the attractor. If the
latter is a conventional homogeneous fractal, it is
adequately described by an exponent, and its frac-
tal dimension Df, through N(δr)�δr�Df. If the
attractor is inhomogeneous, different parts have
different visiting probabilities and the fractal
dimensions corresponding to these different
regions are different. The probabilities pj(δr) then
scale as pj(δr)�δra, with the parameter a taking a
continuum of values corresponding to the different
subsets [32]. The exponent a goes by the name of
singularity index or singularity strength. Then, one
generalizes the relation N(δr)�δr�Df to
Na(δr)�δr�f(a), where Na(δr) is the number of
cubes required to cover the subset of singularity
strength a, and f(a) its fractal dimension. The more
non-uniform the attractor, the larger the range of
a values [32]. The non-uniform nature of the set is
then captured by the range of multifractality (MF)
q � amax�amin, where amax and amin are the
extreme values of a. Although this presentation
utilizes a chaotic strange attractor, the hetero-
geneous nature of the object may emerge from
other types of complex dynamics as well. In the
present work, the simplest heterogeneous set was
used, namely one-dimensional records of the
absolute magnitude of stress–time series deriva-
tive, �ds /dt�, representing the plastic activity
bursts. For a computation of the relevant quantities,
the reader is referred to Refs. [32,33].

4. Results

Table 1, which will be further commented, sum-
marizes the results of the present investigations.
For each initial specimen condition (cold-rolled,
annealed and doubly annealed), and as a function
of strain rate, the upper line indicates the dynamic
regime (chaos, self-organized criticality) or an
intermediate region of varying degree of MF. The
lower line indicates the type of distribution of the
plastic activity bursts: peaked (P), double peaked
(DP), broadly asymmetric (BAS) or of power-law
type (PL). The type of associated PLC bands is
also indicated (A/B refers to a mixed mode of type
A/type B bands).
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4.1. Dynamical analyses

We start with the results of the dynamical analy-
ses at low and medium strain rates. Both the corre-
lation dimension and Lyapunov spectrum were cal-
culated. Positive results in terms of chaotic
dynamics were obtained from all the three sets of
samples in a definite range of strain rates. Since
the results are all similar, they are illustrated with
the data file r1 from the as-received sample at the
lowest strain rate (the files are numbered by order
of increasing strain rate value).

The correlation integrals C(r) were calculated
using a delay time t � 8 sampling units (for this
file). The result is shown in Fig. 2 for the embed-
ding dimensions d � 15–18. A scaling region can
be seen in the interval �4. 9 � lnr � �3.2, with
the slopes converging as the embedding dimension
approaches d � 18. The best linear fit for the
resulting correlation dimension yields n�4.15 (in
Ref. [25], data were shown on file r1, but the value
quoted in the text, n�4.6, unfortunately referred to
file a1). The smallest integer larger than n � 1
being 6, the system dynamics should result from
the non-linear interaction of six modes. The Lya-
punov spectrum was calculated for the embedding
dimension d � 6 (Fig. 3). Stable positive and zero
exponents were found in the range 7% � es �
12%, where es is the size of a shell sampling the

Fig. 2. File r1. Correlation integral C(r) using embedding
dimensions d � 15–18 and a delay time t � 8, for ėa �
5.56 × 10�6s�1. For the sake of clarity, the curves correspond-

ing to d � 15–17 have been translated upwards with respect to
d � 18 by a constant amount. Dashed lines are shown as guide
to the eye. The slopes converge towards a constant value for
d � 18, defining a correlation dimension n � 4.15.

data points and measured in percent of the attractor
size. A consistency check consists of calculating
with the help of the Kaplan–Yorke conjecture [36],
the Lyapunov dimension DKY, which should be
close to the correlation dimension n. The value cal-
culated from the Lyapunov spectrum of Fig. 3
turns out to be DKY�4.2�n. Other consistency
checks such as the surrogate data analysis (see Ref.
[29] for a discussion of this method) were success-
fully performed, confirming that the time series is
indeed of chaotic nature.

Similar positive results, with same value of the
correlation dimension, were obtained for the cold-
rolled samples (files r2 and r3) and for the
annealed samples within a smaller range of strain
rate. For the strongly annealed microstructure, evi-
dence of chaos was only obtained at the lowest
strain rate. Therefore, as shown in Table 1, a
chaotic region has been found in a domain of strain
rates that shrinks towards low values with increas-
ing loss of memory of the cold-rolled state. This
domain was found to coincide with one of Gaus-
sian-like distributions for bursts of plastic activity.
Whereas chaos is always associated with type B
bands, its unambiguous identification becomes
impossible as soon as the distributions of stress
drop rates become asymmetrical, even if the PLC
bands still look like type B bands. As will be seen
subsequently, this is due to a departure from
chaotic behavior towards a weak multifractal regi-
me.

Fig. 3. Spectrum of Lyapunov exponents li for ėa �
5.56 × 10�6s�1, as a function of the size of the shell, es, used

to sample the data points. The embedding dimension is d �
6. The occurrence of one positive and one zero value, stable

over a range of es, confirms that the behavior is chaotic.
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4.2. Statistical analysis

As indicated above, the plastic activity bursts are
represented by the modulus of the time derivative
of s(t), �ds /dt�. We refer to the finite difference
approximant of this quantity by the generic
notation �, and use this time-dependent quantity
for statistical and multifractal analyses. As an illus-
tration, Fig. 1 shows, in addition to three typical
stress time series, the corresponding values of �.
Since the results of the statistical analysis are
essentially the same in all types of microstructure,
they are illustrated here with the as-received set r.
The distributions p(��) and p(�t) of the magni-
tudes �� and durations �t of the bursts are investi-
gated. Plots of p(��) are shown in Fig. 4, illustrat-
ing how the distributions evolve with applied strain
rate (see also Table 1). Peaked distributions are
seen in the chaotic regime, indicating the existence
of characteristic values. As ėa is increased, the dis-
tributions acquire another peak in the mid-region
of ��. With further increase in ėa these two peaks
tend to merge, resulting in power-law distributions
p(��)����a (cf. Fig. 4(c)). For the data set r7,
the scaling exponent is a�1.5 over more than one
order of magnitude.

Similarly, the distributions of the burst durations
are also found to be conveniently fitted with a
power-law p(�t)��t�b, with b�3.2. In addition,
the conditional average ����c (i.e. the mean of ��
at time t, given information at time (t��t)) for a
given value of �t scales as �tx with x�4.2. Thus,

Fig. 4. Distribution p(��) of the amplitude of the stress rate bursts (absolute values) for the data sets at (a) ėa � 5.56 × 10�6s�1,
(b) ėa � 1.39 × 10�3s�1 and (c) ėa � 5.56 × 10�3s�1 (files r1, r6 and r7, respectively). Notice the evolution from peaked to broadly
asymmetric and monotonously decreasing distributions with increasing strain rate.

the scaling exponents verify the relation x(a�
1) � 1�b � 0 quite well. This relation was shown
to be compatible with SOC dynamics [34].

Table 1 summarizes the results for all investi-
gated files, showing the region where SOC-type
dynamics is found. This region coincides with the
domain of high strain rates where the propagating
type A bands are observed. At low strain rates, it
is bounded by a transition region to chaotic dynam-
ics. The transition domain progressively extends to
low strain rates when going from cold-rolled to
doubly annealed specimens. In this range, the dis-
tributions �� are rather large (cf. Fig. 4(b)), and
are better characterized by a multifractal approach.

4.3. Multifractal analysis

The multifractal analysis has been carried out on
all samples and in the entire range of strain rates.
In every case, the range over which a and f(a)
were calculated is at least one order of magnitude
in �t. A plot of f(a) for the file r6 corresponding to
the strain rate where the extent of a is maximum, is
shown in Fig. 5. Notice that the maximum value
of f(a) is 1, as it should be for a one-dimensional
set. Such a result is usually considered a good indi-
cator of the accuracy of the calculations.

The range of MF q is taken as an order para-
meter, and its dependence on the driving para-
meter ėa is shown in Fig. 6 for all three types of
microstructures. For both the r and a files, it is seen
to keep relatively low values at both low and high
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Fig. 5. Multifractal spectrum f(a) for the data set at an applied
strain rate ėa � 1.39 × 10�3s�1 (file r6; error bars are
indicated). The inverse parabolic shape is typical for multifrac-
tal entities. Notice the extent of the singularity strength values
a from amin � 0.2 to amax � 2.5. This value of the multifractal
range q � amax�amin is carried over in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The multifractal range q � amax�amin as a function of
applied strain rate ėa. q keeps relatively low values at both low
and high strain rates. In contrast, a sharp peak is observed at
intermediate values of strain rate, signaling a transition from
chaotic to SOC-like behavior (the corresponding PLC band
types are given in Table 1). The high level of multifractality in
this region (files r6, a6, aa6) reflects the spatial heterogeneity
of the plastic activity.

strain rates. In the chaotic regime, small values of
the order parameter can be traced to the existence
of a sharp peak in the distribution of the stress drop
amplitude. We also note that at low and medium
strain rates, the values of q for the aa samples are
generally lying substantially above those for the a
and r samples. This reflects the fact that asymmet-

ric distributions are seen at relatively small values
of the strain rate for the aa samples, compared to
the other samples. This should also be anticipated
from the fact that chaos cannot be detected beyond
the first strain rate value. In the region of SOC,
small values of q are due to the scaling distribution
occurring at high strain rates (Fig. 4(c)) [32]. In
contrast, a sharp peak in the order parameter is
observed at intermediate values of strain rate,
which clearly signals a transition in the nature of
dynamics from chaotic to SOC type. The high level
of MF in this region reflects the spatial heterogen-
eity of the plastic activity. The multifractal analysis
confirms that the extent of the chaotic regime is
microstructure sensitive (cf. Table 1 and Fig. 6),
whereas the domain of SOC is only slightly affec-
ted and seems more intrinsic. As a consequence,
the transition gap between chaos and SOC regions
is also structure sensitive and increases with
annealing.

4.4. Comparison with single crystal data

While no new single crystal data is presented
here, it appears worthwhile to recall single crystal
results for the sake of comparison with the present
polycrystalline data. In Cu–Al single crystals ori-
ented for single glide, the correlation dimension
was found to be n�2.7 at low strain rates [24],
thus significantly smaller than the value n�4.15
measured in the present study. The implication is
that less degrees of freedom are required in single
crystals for the description of the dynamics of jerky
flow. That less dynamical complexity is displayed
by single crystals comes as no surprise, but the
comparison of the numbers confirms the consist-
ency of the dynamical analysis.

A SOC regime found at high strain rates in sin-
gle crystals [24] had exponent values typically
around unity, which is again much lower than the
present polycrystalline values. The faster decay of
distributions in polycrystals implies, by compari-
son with single crystals, smoother evolutions in
time and a smaller range of time scales involved
in the dynamics.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

The PLC effect offers a fascinating example of
an easily controllable system where such complex
dynamical regimes as chaos and SOC are both
observed at the price of a simple adjustment of the
experimental conditions. The PLC effect is pecul-
iar in the sense that, due to huge collective effects
playing the role of a magnifying lens, the dynami-
cal analysis of deformation tests on bulk samples
can be used to gain insight into collective defect
properties. However, the notion that dislocations
exhibit chaotic or SOC dynamics may apply as
well to macroscopically uniform plastic flow. This
conjecture can be checked by monitoring variables
more sensitive to local bursts of dislocation activity
than the applied stress or the average strain. For
instance acoustic emission data from ice crystals
deformed in creep have recently been analyzed,
leading to the identification of power-law distri-
butions and possibly SOC dynamics [35].

In the present study, a correspondence between
the distribution of plastic activity bursts, the band
types and the types of dynamics has been estab-
lished for Al–Mg polycrystals. For Cu–Al single
crystals, the same correlation was already known
to exist between the stress drop distributions and
the dynamical regimes [24]. Thus, the pattern of
behavior seems to be fairly general. In polycrys-
tals, the chaotic regime is associated with hopping
type B bands. It is obtained in a structure-sensitive
range of strain rates. In the upper range of strain
rates corresponding to type B bands, asymmetrical
distributions of bursts of plastic activity and an
increased level of MF signal the extent of the tran-
sition region between chaos and SOC. In that
region, no unambiguous characterization of the
dynamic regime is possible, due to increasing het-
erogeneity. Present at low strain rates in all micro-
structures, chaos invades higher strain rates as the
material is microstructurally hardened. As chaotic
behavior is conveniently described by the evol-
ution of a small number of coupled degrees of free-
dom including dislocation densities, the sensitivity
to microstructure is no surprise. In contrast, the
range of SOC dynamics and type A propagating
bands is not structure sensitive, which can be
understood from the far-reaching long-range corre-

lation and the lack of a characteristic scale associa-
ted with SOC. As a consequence, the width of the
transition domain between chaos and SOC
increases with decreasing applied strain rate and
material flow stress. MF provides a measure of the
heterogeneity of the dynamics in this region, in the
form of a strong burst in the order parameter q
at the cross-over between the high and low strain
rate regimes.

A possible approach for understanding the
observed types of dynamics consists of considering
the properties of three relevant times or length
scales. The interplay of these characteristic scales
and their variations with the loading rate and the
microstructure are the key issues to be clarified.
The characteristic loading time between two ser-
rations, tL, is a complex quantity because the
reloading sequences are not purely elastic. Never-
theless, it globally decreases when the loading rate
increases. The strain gradients occurring during
jerky flow can be interpreted in different manners,
leading to different models for the spatial coupling
term that enters the spatio-temporal constitutive
formulations. To fix the ideas, we adopt here the
interpretation provided in Ref. [17], but the present
arguments are fully general. The spatial coupling is
assumed to originate in the elastic internal stresses
arising from geometric incompatibilities between
differently strained regions, both in single and
polycrystals. Plastic relaxation and recovery of
these internal stresses may occur with a character-
istic time tR if sufficient time is allowed, which
leads to a decreasing intensity of the spatial coup-
ling. Finally, a correlation length scale lP is defined,
which is essentially the distance over which
internal stresses in the strained regions can contrib-
ute to the activation of slip in the non-deformed
ones. This length scale decreases with increasing
relaxation of the spatial coupling.

The spatially uncorrelated type C bands and ser-
rations have not yet been the object of any quanti-
tative investigation. The lack of spatial correlation
is simply due to the fact that, at low strain rate,
the loading time is much larger than the relaxation
time: tL	tR, so that the correlation length scale is
vanishingly small. The strain gradients produced
by a previous band are relaxed below the level of
internal stress fluctuations along the specimen
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gauge length. As the applied strain rate increases,
less time is allowed for plastic relaxation to occur.
The nucleation of a band happens to be favored
within the finite correlation distance lP of the pre-
vious band, hence the hopping aspect of the plastic
area spreading. In this domain, the spatial corre-
lation is non-zero but, as its range of influence is
limited, it only governs band initiation. From the
clear separation of events, which contrasts with the
situation at higher strain rates, one does not expect
a large number of degrees of freedom in the
dynamics. The occurrence of chaos seems natural,
although it is not predictable with such simple
arguments as the present one.

At high loading rates, very little or no plastic
relaxation can occur during the reloading time.
Further, the amplitude of the stress drops decreases
and becomes vanishingly small. Thus, the stress is
always close to the critical value for the onset of
a plastic burst, as expected in a SOC system. New
bands form before plastic relaxation is complete,
which results in a recurrence of partial relaxation
events. Hence, a hierarchical distribution of plastic
activity bursts occurs, leading to the power-law
distributions without a characteristic value associa-
ted with SOC dynamics. In parallel, type A bands
propagate continuously due to a large correlation
length scale lP and due to the small strain in the
bands, whose plastic activity saturates very fast
under the effect of strain hardening. The cross-over
regime in the dynamics is expected when the
reloading time tL is comparable to the plastic relax-
ation time tP. The main conclusion from this quali-
tative discussion is that a valuable spatio-temporal
model for the PLC effect must include the local
internal stresses, which are usually modeled via a
Laplacian term, but also by a time-dependent
mechanism for their relaxation. As was shown in
Ref. [17], it is possible, by modifying the ampli-
tude of the spatial coupling, to reproduce all types
of bands and statistics, as well as the influence of
the initial microstructure. Although this has not
been checked to date, the corresponding dynamic
regimes should also be reproduced by such types
of models.

The comparison between single and polycrystal
behavior also raises interesting questions. In the
domain of deterministic chaos, the correlation

dimension and number of degrees of freedom are
increased from single to polycrystals (cf. section
4.2). This is likely to be due to a transition between
planar, crystallographic single slip in single crys-
tals to the three-dimensional and multislip nature
of polycrystal plasticity. In the domain of SOC and
propagating bands, since the values of exponents
are higher in the case of polycrystals, the conse-
quence is a more regular temporal evolution of the
stress drops than in single crystals. One may specu-
late that this feature is the result, in polycrystals,
of a smaller scale in the dislocation microstructure,
since the stress is comparatively larger, a better
spatial uniformity of the local stresses at distances
larger than the grain size and perhaps a smaller
sensitivity to surface condition is found.
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